The list of works cited should appear as the last page of your research paper. Begin the list on a new page and put your last name and the page number at the upper right corner of the page, continuing the page numbers of the text. Begin the list with the heading Works Cited, centered. The entire list should be **double-spaced** and in **alphabetical order** by the last name of each author. If the author's name is unknown, alphabetize by the title, ignoring any initial *A*, *An* or *The*. This is an example of what the top of your Works Cited page should look like:


There is a proper way to cite every kind of source. Some of the most common are listed below. **Remember, your entire list should be in alphabetical order. Don't group each type of source by category (like books, articles, etc.).** Categories shown here are for your clarity.

### BOOKS

- **Single author**

- **Two authors**

- **Book with one or two editors**

- **More than two authors**

- **Essay**

### ENCYCLOPEDIA ARTICLES

- **Signed (author given)**

- **Unsigned (no author)**
MAGAZINES & NEWSPAPERS

Magazine article signed  Silverman, Gillian. “It's a Bird, It's a Plane, It's Plagiarism Buster!”  
Newsweek 15 July 2002:12.

Journal article signed  Anderson, Douglas. “Subterranean Virginia: The Ethical Poetics of Thomas Jefferson.”  


INTERVIEWS


INTERNET & MULTIMEDIA

Sites (general MLA format)  Author. “Title of Article.” Title of Web Site (homepage). Date of Posting/Revision. Name of institution/organization sponsoring site. Date last accessed <URL>.

Article on a Web Site  "Using Modern Language Association (MLA) Format."  

Subscription service  Roush, Wade. “Arguing Over Why Johnny Can’t Read.”  


WWW Magazine Article  Boutwell, Jeffrey and Michael Klare. “A Scourge of Small Arms.”  


If you have any questions, please ask the librarian or your instructor for help!  GGC 8/24/04